Activation mechanisms of coagulation factor IX.
Blood haemostasis is accomplished by a complex network of coagulatory and fibrinolytic processes. These processes have to be delicately balanced, as clinically manifested by bleeding disorders, such as haemophilia A and B. These disorders are caused by defects in coagulation factor VIII and factor IX, respectively. Following a dual strategy, we emphasise on the one hand principles conserved in most coagulation enzymes, thus mirroring much of the underlying complexity in haemostasis; on the other hand, we identify enzymatic properties of the factor IXa-factor VIIIa system (Xase) that distinguish this proteolytic machine from other components of the coagulation system. While the exact mechanisms of its activity modulation remain baffling until today, superactive factor IX mutants significantly improve our current understanding and serve as a specific and testable model of Xase action.